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Abstract: We experimentally and numerically investigated the impact
of input pump pulse duration on the near-infrared bandwidth of supercon-
tinuum generation in a photonic crystal fiber. We continuously stretched
the temporal duration of the input pump laser (centered at 1030 nm) pulses
from 500 fs up to 10 ps, while keeping fixed the pump peak power. We
observed that the long-wavelength edge of the supercontinuum spectrum
is increased by 200 nm as the pump pulse duration grows from 500 fs to
10 ps. We provide a quantitative fit of the experimental results by means of
numerical simulations. Moreover, we have explained the observed spectral
broadening enhancement induced by pump pulse energy by developing an
approximate yet fully analytical model for soliton energy exchange through
a series of collisions in the presence of stimulated Raman scattering.
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1. Introduction

Optical supercontinuum (SC) generation is the nonlinear phenomenon whereby the spectrum
of an intense pump beam, either pulsed or continuous wave (CW), is dramatically widened
into a palette of wavelengths upon propagation in a nonlinear dispersive medium such as an
optical fiber. Among recent applications of SC sources, we may list laser-frequency metrology
and biomedical imaging [1]: both technologies take advantage of the high spectral brightness
of these sources. Since the early demonstrations of optical SC generation, it has been clear that
the pump pulse duration plays a key role in determining the mechanism of nonlinear spectral
broadening [1,2]. As a matter of fact, many in-depth studies of SC generation with pump dura-
tions ranging from sub-picosecond to nanosecond and even CW excitation have been separately
performed. When using relatively short pump pulses, one obtains high peak power and high
repetition rate SC sources. Whereas nanoseconds and CW pump lasers enable low-cost and
compact solutions for SC sources [3–5]. A suitable combination of the pump pulse duration
and group-velocity dispersion permits to select a specific nonlinear mechanism for activating
frequency generation and spectral broadening in optical fibers (see, e.g. [6]). With sub-ps pump
pulses, even in the early stages of propagation one obtains multiple soliton fission and soliton
self-frequency shift (SSFS) owing to Raman scattering. Whereas for relatively long (i.e., ns or
sub-ns) pulses or CW, SC generation is first initiated by modulational instability (MI), followed
by the formation and fission of a periodic soliton train [7].

In this work we have carried out a systematic experimental and theoretical study of the depen-
dence of the SC spectral broadening upon the continuous variation of the pump pulse temporal
duration. Moreover, we have studied, by means of a fully analytical method, the underlying
physical mechanism that governs such spectral broadening in optical fibers. In our experiment,
we have used a femtosecond laser at 1030 nm and a chirped pulse amplification scheme which
permitted us to vary the input pulse duration between 500 fs up and 10 ps. At the same time,
the peak power was fixed at the constant value of 3 kW. We have continuously monitored
the laser power by using a fiber coupler: the optical power was measured at one output arm,
while the other arm was spliced with the PCF. By varying the input pulse duration with a fixed
peak power, we could continuously change both the pump pulse energy and the number of
MI-generated solitons that are injected in the fiber by 20 times, while keeping the individual
soliton parameters (i.e.peak power and time duration) unchanged. The 20-fold increase of the
pump pulse duration (or energy) leads to about 200 nm of enhancement of the SC bandwidth in
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the short-wave infrared (i.e.from 1200 up to 1400 nm). Such pump-pulse energy enhancement
of the spectral broadening was confirmed by numerical simulations based on the generalized
Nonlinear Schr̈odinger equation (GNLSE):

∂A
∂z

+
α
2

A− ∑
n≥2

in+1

n!
βn

∂ nA
∂ tn = iγ

(

1+ iτS
∂
∂ t

)

×
(

A(z,t)
∫ +∞

−∞
R(t ′)|A(z,t − t ′)|2dt′

)

(1)

whereα accounts for linear power attenuation,βn are the dispersion coefficients,γ is the non-
linear coefficient of the fiber at the carrier wavelength,τS the self-steepening coefficient and
R(t) accounts for the instantaneous electronic and vibrational (Raman) response of the fiber.
The physical mechanism that leads to the observed enhanced spectral broadening on the long-
wavelength side of the SC spectrum is the Raman activated energy exchange among solitons
of different wavelengths upon their collisions [8]. Because of Soliton Self-Frequency Shift
(SSFS), such energy exchange leads to the preferential amplification of the highest peak power
soliton that is formed near the peak of the pump pulse. Although this basic principle has been
known for a long time [9], in order to obtain a good quantitative agreement between theory
and experiments for pump durations ranging from the 100 fs up to the ps timescale it has been
necessary to develop a novel and more accurate, yet fully analytical model for the soliton power
exchange at collisions.

2. Experimental results

Let us first describe our experimental study of the input pump pulse duration (or energy) depen-
dence of the SC spectral broadening. As a nonlinear medium for SC generation, we employed
a sample of 8 m long photonic crystal fiber (PCF) with 5µm core diameter, 3µm hole-to-hole
pitch and 0.5 air filling fraction. The full wavelength dependence of the PCF dispersion is ob-
tained by using a standard mode solver and an image of the fiber’s cross-section taken from a
scanning electron microscope. The PCF zero dispersion wavelength (ZDW) is estimated at 974
nm. In order to control the pump pulse temporal duration, we proceed as follows: we start from
a commercial femtosecond oscillator (Amplitude Systèmes) centered at 1030 nm with 30 MHz
repetition rate. Its output pulses were temporally stretched by a dispersive element up to 300
ps. At the same time, the pulse repetition rate was reduced to the range of 1 kHz to 300 kHz
by a pulse picker based on a Pockels cell. Finally, we obtained pump pulses with adjustable
temporal duration between 500 fs to 10 ps by means of an adjustable grating compressor.

On the left-hand side of Fig. 1 we show the experimental output SC spectra for different input
pulse durations and under the same input peak power. We monitored the optical power at one
port of a fiber coupler, being the PCF spliced to the other port. The available laser peak power
was of 3kW; we estimate that splice and coupling loss are of 5-6dB. The two dashed vertical
lines indicate the ZDW and the laser carrier wavelength. As it can be seen, on the short-wave
infrared side (i.e., between 1µm and 2µm) the spectral broadening is extended by about 200
nm when varying the pump pulse duration from 500 fs up to 10 ps. On the right hand side of
Fig. 1 we show the corresponding numerically calculated SC spectra from the full numerical
solution of the GNLSE. Numerical spectra were obtained by averaging the calculation results
with nine different input noise seeds (one photon per mode model). In all cases, the input peak
power was kept fixed as the pulse duration was increased. We assumed a value of 350 W for the
input peak power in numerical simulations and 8 m of propagation, and an effective core area
varying between 4.68µm2 (at 1030nm) and 5.7µm2 (at 1600 nm).

Figure 1 shows that a good agreement between experiments and numerical simulations is
obtained at that power value under the different pulse durations. Although the input pulses
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from our pump laser were not chirp-free, still a good fit could be obtained with the numerical
simulationsassuming transform-limited gaussian pulses for simplicity.
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Fig. 1. Left. Experimental output SC spectra for different input pulse durations and con-
stantinput peak power of 3 kW. Right. Numerical simulation of the SC spectra, averaged
over nine noise seeds. The dashed lines represent the ZDW and the laser central wavelength
respectively.

3. Model for soliton collisions

In this section we derive an accurate and fully analytical method to evaluate the Raman-induced
energy exchange among solitons which is responsible for the observed increase of the long-
wavelength side of the SC spectrum as the pump pulse duration (or energy) grows larger. The
colliding solitons are created by MI of the pump pulse propagating in the anomalous disper-
sion regime of the fiber. It is known that MI breaks up the pump pulse into a train of solitons,
whose temporal period is given by the reciprocal of the modulation frequency. Note that the
peak intensity of each soliton varies according to their position along the pump pulse profile.
As a consequence, adjacent solitons in the train undergo different frequency-down shifts owing
to SSFS. Since the SSFS is proportional to the inverse of the soliton duration to the fourth, a
soliton which is created in the central part of the input pump pulse down-shifts in frequency
(hence decelerates in time owing to dispersion) much faster than its neighboring solitons. The
creation of individual first-order solitons is clearly shown by the numerical simulations for the
evolution of the pump intensity along the fiber. As first pointed out by Islam et al. [9], when two
different frequency solitons collide Raman scattering leads to an energy increase (decrease) for
the longer (shorter) wavelength soliton. After multiple collisions, this process leads to a pro-
gressive energy enhancement of the most red-shifted soliton. A key hypothesis here, which is
confirmed by the numerics, is that the solitons retain their particle nature after each collision.
In other words, each soliton is adiabatically reshaped during its propagation in-between any
two consecutive collisions, so that its peak power and temporal duration are adjusted to the
energy gain (loss) induced by the collision [10]. As a result of all their collisions, each soliton
of the train undergoes different SSFS so that a broad SC is generated to the long wavelength
side of the pump. In order to provide more physical insight into this process beyond what can
be achieved by full-scale GNLSE simulations, it proves convenient both from a fundamental
and a computational point of view to formulate a simplified analytical model that is still able
to describe the trajectory of each individual soliton of the train (like in a cloud chamber for
experiments in high energy physics). As a matter of fact, it is clear that a proper understanding
of the soliton energy enhancement that results from multiple collision is important for correctly
predicting the large soliton frequency down-shifts that are observed in the process of SC gener-
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ation in optical fibers [10]. A more complete model for collision of a few femtosecond solitons
canbe found in Ref. [11]

To this end, it is necessary to adapt and refine the model of Ref. [9] so that it can be prop-
erly applied to describe our SC generation experiments. First of all it is necessary to include
in the model the finite bandwidth of Raman gain, since in some cases the Raman amplified
soliton time duration may approach the molecular oscillation period, which for silica glass is
Tm ≃ 75fs. In addition, two colliding solitons may reach frequency separations which are com-
parable to or even larger than the Raman gain bandwidth. Both conditions conspire to degrade
the energy transfer efficiency with respect to the simple model of Ref. [9]. Next it is necessary
to go beyond the undepleted pump approximation when describing the Raman induced energy
exchange process among solitons. In other words, a proper book-keeping of the energy of each
soliton in the train must be maintained through the entire process. Otherwise one would predict
a fixed power gain per collision [9]: when the number of collisions is important, this would
strongly overestimate the overall SSFS (hence the SC bandwidth). Clearly our soliton interac-
tion model is based on the assumption that the various disturbances to soliton propagation are
of pertubative nature. This permits us to neglect higher order effects such as dispersive wave
generation, multiple rather than simply pairwise collisions, and any other possible non adiabatic
distortions of the soliton phase and amplitude profile.

Let us proceed by explaining the details of our modifications to the analysis of Ref. [9] in
order to fit our experimental situation. We callu1(t) andu2(t) the two interacting first-order
solitons separated by the frequency detuningΩ. For sake of clarity, we may suppose thatu2(t)
is the pump andu1(t) is the Stokes soliton, respectively. To evaluate the energy exchange per
collision we will neglect the frequency dependence of the nonlinear coefficient. In what follows
we will also neglect the effect of Raman-induced cross-frequency shift [12,13]. Clearly, in the
absence of perturbations, the two solitons would cross each other upon collision with no net
change in their frequency or energy. On the other hand, whenever Raman scattering is included
as a perturbation, one obtains for|u1|2 (a similar expression holds for|u2|2):

∂ |u1|2
∂z

≃−Im

{

2u∗1u2

∫ +∞

−∞
f (s)u1(t −s)u2(t −s)∗exp(−iΩs)ds

}

(2)

Consider first the limiting situation where the soliton temporal duration is much longer
than the molecular oscillation period Tm [9]. In this case we may simplify the integral of
Eq. (2) by assuming that the two field envelopesu1 and u2 are constant with respect to
the integration variables. When doing so, the integral is simply proportional to the Fourier
transform ofF(Ω) = F [ f (s)]. For small frequency detuning, one may further approximate
Im[F(Ω)] ≃ −Ωtd, wheretd = Td/τc is the Raman gain slope (Td ≃ 6 f s in Ref. [19] andτc

is the soliton duration). By supposing a weak collision-induced energy exchange, one obtains
that the peak power|u1|2 of the Stokes soliton is enhanced by the factorG = exp(4td) (|u2|2
is reduced by the same factorG ). Note that, under these assumptions, the power enhancement
factor does not depend upon the soliton-soliton detuningΩ, since the larger Raman gain which
is experienced by larger values ofΩ is exactly balanced by the increased temporal walk-off that
leads to a faster (hence less effective) collision. Let us consider now the more general situation
where the above mentioned restrictions to both the colliding soliton pair pulse durations and
relative frequency spacing are removed. We introduce the complex projection coefficientC as:

C
∫ +∞

−∞
|u1(t)|2|u2(t)|2dt =

∫ +∞

−∞
u1(t)

∗u2(t)

[

∫ +∞

−∞
f (s)u1(t −s)u2(t −s)∗exp(−iΩs)ds

]

dt

(3)
Let us further approximate thes integral in the right hand side of Eq. (2) by its projection on
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the functionu1(t)u2(t)∗. By defining the real valued coefficientQ = −Im[C], we may rewrite
the system of soliton-soliton coupled power equations in a more compact form as:

∂ |u1|2
∂z

= 2Q|u1|2|u2|2,
∂ |u2|2

∂z
= −2Q|u1|2|u2|2 (4)

Note that ifu1(t) andu2(t) are long with respect toTm, for small values ofΩ, Q reduces to
Ωtd as in Ref. [9]. We remind that these equations have been obtained under the hypothesis
that the fiber nonlinear coefficient and hence the fiber nonlinear length is constant upon wave-
length. In order to solve Eqs. (4) analytically, we fit the soliton pulse with a gaussianansatz
, namely we set|u1(t)|2 = P1(z)exp[−(t2/a2

1)] and |u2(t)|2 = P2(z)exp[−(t −Ωz)2/a2
2]. The

fitting coefficientsa1 and a2 are chosen so that the approximating gaussian pulses have the
same peak powerP1,2 and energyE1,2 = 2τ1,2P1,2 of their corresponding exact soliton solutions
|u1(t)|2 = P1(z)Sech2(t/τ1) and |u2(t)|2 = P2(z)Sech2((t −Ωz)/τ2). This hypothesis leads to
a1 = 2τ1/

√
π anda2 = 2τ2/

√
π. Under these approximations, and for phases of the envelopes

independent of time, the complex coefficientC is fixed at each collision. The expression ofC
in terms of the two interacting pulses reads as:

C =
∫ +∞

−∞
f (s)exp

[

−s2

4

(

1

a2
1

+
1

a2
2

)]

exp(−iΩs)ds (5)

which is unchanged during the collision since we suppose that collisions only lead to a peak
power (or energy) exchange, whereas the durations of the colliding pulses are unchanged. By
first inserting the gaussian pulse ansatz in Eq. (4) and then integrating the equations over time
t, we obtain the coupled power equations:
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dz
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(6)

Notein Eqs. (6) that the power coupling coefficient between the two solitons is a gaussian func-
tion of distancez (the pointz = 0 represents the center of their collision), of their frequency
detuningΩ and the inverse of their time durations. Moreover Eqs. (6) have the conserved quan-
tity E = P1(z)a1 + P2(z)a2. Indeed, Eqs. (6) have a closed-form solution for any z: thus if we
match its asymptotic solution atz= −∞ with the parameters of the two pulses before the colli-
sion, then we obtain the pulse parameters after the collision by evaluating its solution atz= +∞.
This means that Eqs. (6) may be reduced to a map that provides the output soliton powers after
the collisionP1,OUT,P2,OUT from the powers before the collisionP1,IN ,P2,IN , namely:

P1,OUT =
C1a2eψ

κ +a1eψ , P2,OUT = C1−
C1a1eψ

κ +a1eψ (7)

whereψ = a2
√

πQC1/Ω, C1 = P2,IN +P1,INa1/a2 andκ = C1a2e−ψ/P1,IN −a1e−ψ . Note that
the limiting case of long pulses (so thatQ≃ Ωtd) and a weak signalP1,IN << P2,IN the input-
output power gain for the Stokes solitonG= P1,OUT/P1,IN ≃ exp(4td). Although the derivation
of the solution of Eq. (7) requires some approximations, its result is most valuable since it pro-
vides the result of each pair-wise collision in closed form. In physical units we considered the
nonlinear coefficient at the frequency of the Stokes soliton in order to account for the variation
of the nonlinear response of the fiber upon wavelength.
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In order to verify the accuracy of our analytical approach, we compared on the left panel of
Fig. 2 the predictions of Eqs. (7) (blue curve) with the pair-wise collision power gain for the
Stokes soliton that is obtained from either the long pulse expressionG = exp(4td) (red curve)
or the full numerical solution of the GNLSE (green curve), for a wide range of colliding soliton
temporal durations between 10 fs and 600 fs. In all cases, the temporal durations of both col-
liding solitons are the same. For this specific test we have assumed a constant value of group
velocity dispersion with wavelength. On the other hand, as the solitons temporal widths are
reduced we progressively increased their initial frequency separation in order to avoid the spec-
tral overlap among them. As it can be seen in Fig. 2, both Eqs. (7) and the GNLSE solutions
agree quite well in predicting a departure from the simple exponential increase of gain with the
inverse of pulse width whenever the soliton duration decreases belowTm. Indeed, for pulse du-
rations below 40 fs the power gain drops as the pulse width is reduced. Although the analytical
model overestimates (with respect to the direct GNLSE numerical integration) the power gain
factor by a factor∼ 2 for pulse durations below 20 fs, still it is able to correctly capture the
physical mechanism behind the relative gain decrease for collisions among ultrashort pulses.
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Fig. 2. Left. Red curve: Analytic prediction of gain enhancement valid for long pulses.
Blue curve: our analytic prediction of Eqs. (7). Green curve: full numerical solution of
the GNLSE. Group velocity dispersion is kept constant for the whole spectral bandwidth
for simplicity. Inset: dispersion curve of the PCF used in the experiments and in all other
numerical simulations. Right. 10 ps pump pulse break-up and soliton train formation from
numerical solution of the GNLSE.

The right panel of Fig. 2 was obtained by the numerical solution of the GNLSE, and illus-
trates the MI induced break-up of a 10 ps pump pulse into a periodic train of solitons, followed
by SSFS and mutual collisions. The dispersion curve is shown in the inset of the left hand
panel of the same figure. As it can be seen from the figure, indeed solitons retain their particle-
like identity after each collision. Therefore we may conjecture that one may express the near-
infrared edge of the SC after the ZDW in terms of a bunch of interacting first order solitons.
Then each soliton may be fully characterized in terms of the adiabatic evolution (in between
any two collisions) of its parameters, namely its peak power, time duration, central frequency
and temporal position. Next, Eq. (7) permits us to compute their mutual power or energy ex-
change at each pair-wise collision: the Stokes soliton gains energy at the expense of the pump
soliton, whereas their time duration remains unchanged during the collision. Moreover, we sup-
pose that each pulse is quickly adiabatically reshaped upon free propagation in the fiber so that
both its peak power and time duration are adapted to its new energy after the collision. Namely,
we setτ1 = 2β2/γE1,OUT, τ2 = 2β2/γE2,OUT, P1 = E1,OUT/2τ1, andP2 = E2,OUT/2τ2, where
β2 andγ are the group-velocity dispersion and the nonlinear fiber coefficient, respectively. We
considered the frequency dependence ofβ2 andγ.

We further assume that soliton propagation in-between any two pair-wise collisions is only
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affected by SSFS [14,15]. Thus any collision-induced soliton power increase or decrease leads
to a corresponding variation in the frequency down-shift rate (and temporal deceleration). In
calculating the soliton dynamics in between collisions, we included the full wavelength depen-
dence of the fiber dispersion (see left panel of Fig. 2). It is well established that SSFS is is the
main workhorse for generating red-shifted frequency components of the SC spectrum [9,10,16].
Although it may happen that initially MI-generated solitons have pulse-widths that are longer
than 7Tm (see the right panel of Fig. 2), yet the previously described collision-induced power
enhancement of Stokes or ”rogue” solitons may lead to significant temporal compression. This
means that the expressions used to compute the SSFS should be adapted to describe arbitrary
(with respect toTm) pulse durations. For example, when pulse durations are much shorter than
the molecular oscillation periodTm, it is known that the SSFS is merely proportional to pulse
energy. In the general case, the SSFS may be described (in soliton units) by the following
differential equation for the center frequencyω0 of any given soliton [14]:

∂ω0

∂z
= −π

8

∫ +∞

−∞
dΩΩ3 R(Ω/2πtc)

sinh2(πΩ/2)
(8)

whereR(Ω/2πtc) is the Raman loss spectrum andtc is the soliton time width. Differently
from [14], we calculated the Raman spectrumR in terms of its standard Lorentzian approxi-
mation instead of the linear approximation: however the discrepancy among the two models is
only appreciable for solitons durations as short as 10 fs, a range of durations which is beyond
the scope of our present study. When applying Eq. (8) in physical units we also consider the
variation of dispersion and nonlinear coefficient upon wavelength.

Let us summarize our procedure for describing the evolution of the MI-induced train of soli-
tons along the fiber. By supposing that we exactly know the initial parameters of each soliton
(peak power, time duration, carrier frequency, temporal position), then we may separately apply
Eq. (8) to describe the free evolution of each soliton frequency and position in-between colli-
sions. As soon as the temporal positions of two solitons coincide, a pair-wise collision takes
place so we may apply Eq. (7) for computing their energy exchange, hence updating the soliton
peak powers and time durations after the collision. This procedure is repeated for all solitons
and for all collisions until the end of the fiber. From the resulting set of soliton trajectories, we
focus our attention to the trajectory of the ”rogue” soliton, that is that particular soliton which
emerges from the fiber with the largest red-shift and peak power.

As the previously described approach requires the knowledge of the input parameters of each
soliton, it is necessary to extract this information from the MI-induced break-up of the pump
pulse into a soliton train. Indeed this problem has been solved in exact form for the case of a
CW pump by Akhmediev since a long time [17, 18]. In the general case of an arbitrary pump
pulse profile, the direct integration of the GNLSE may help to estimate the parameters of the
generated solitons [19]. In the presence of a noisy pump, different noise realizations can induce
fluctuations in the resulting soliton parameters. For the sake of simplicity, we limited ourselves
to a simple deterministic but yet relatively accurate analytical estimate of the soliton parameters
that results from the MI-induced decay of the pump pulse. Whenever the MI periodTMI (we
recall thatT2

MI = 2π|β2|/PPγ) is much shorter than the input pump pulsetP, we may suppose
that the pump pulse is fragmented into a discrete series of time bins of durationTMI each. Each
time bin is indexed byk (k = 0,±1,±2, ..., with k = 0 for the time bin at the center of the pump
pulse). Then we simply suppose that the pump energy within each time bink is reshaped into a
soliton of the same energy. For a gaussian pump pulse profilePPexp(−t2/τ2

P), the optical energy
in each time bin reads asEk = 0.5PPτP

√
πAk, whereAk = [Er f ((2k−1)ε)−Er f ((2(k−1)−

1)ε)] andε = TMI/2τP. The corresponding soliton temporal duration isτk = 2T2
MI/(π5/2τPAk):

for relatively long input pump pulses, one simply hasτk = TMI/π2, i.e. the soliton duration
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is independent of the pump duration and is simply proportional to the MI period. Note that,
besidesthe input parameters of the soliton train, it is also necessary to estimate the distance
along the fiber where the soliton train is formed from the input pump pulse. Again, for the
case of a CW pump, one may obtain such a distance in exact form [17, 18], however in the
general case of pump pulses of arbitrary shape and time duration one has to resort to numerical
simulations like that of the right panel of Fig. 2 for estimating such a distance.

In the left panel of Fig. 3 we show, for different pump pulse durations, both the number of
MI generated solitons as well as the total number of their pair-wise collisions. As it can be seen,
the total number of pair-wise collisions grows almost linearly with the number of interacting
solitons. From a series of pre-warming simulations with the full GNLSE equations, we have
registered the fiber lengths required by the pattern to be formed. We have then integrated our
analytical equations over the remaining distance to complete the 8 m of fiber. Whereas the right
panel of Fig. 3 provides a qualitative display on how the carrier wavelengths of solitons spread
towards longer wavelengths owing to the interplay of SSFS and soliton-soliton collisions. The
bunch of solitons is generated by a 10 ps long pump pulse. The analytic integration length
was extended to the remaining 4.8m since we have estimated from the full solution of the
GNLSE that in this case 3.2m are required for the pulse break-up and pattern formation. In the
next section, we present a detailed quantitative comparison between the experiments, the full
numerical simulations and our simplified analytical model for the soliton train dynamics.
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Fig. 3. Left. Number of collisions vs. the total number of solitons in the bunch generated
for various pump pulse durations. Right. histogram of the number of solitons upon carrier
wavelength for a 10 ps pump pulse, from z=3.2 m to z=8 m. At the origin all the solitons
have similar carrier wavelengths, so the histogram has a unique bar.

4. Discussion

In Fig. 4 we show a summary of the comparison among the experimental results on the one
side, and both the full GNLSE numerical computations and the predictions of the analytical
model for the evolution of the soliton parameters that was derived in the previous section on
the other side. In the top frame of the left panel of Fig. 4 we report the analytically computed
evolution along the fiber of the central wavelength of the Stokes or ”rogue” soliton with the
longest wavelength from the bunch: here the pump pulse duration is equal to 2 ps, which leads
to break-up in a soliton train after 1 m. Although a monotonic increase of wavelength with
distance of the rogue soliton is observed, Fig. 4 also reveals discontinuities in the slope of
such increase which are a result of collisions. Basically each collision boosts the Stokes soliton
energy and peak power, so that its SSFS rate is increased after the collision. The bottom frame of
the left panel of Fig. 4 illustrates the corresponding evolution with distance of the Stokes soliton
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peak power: clearly the power jumps as result of discrete energy increases at collisions. Finally
theright panel of Fig. 4 presents an overall picture of the dependence of the long-wavelength
edge of the SC spectrum that is obtained from either experiments, simulations and the analytical
theory, respectively. In Fig. 4, the blue curve represents the experimental long-wavelength edge
of the SC spectral intensity. We evaluate this point by measuring the wavelength where the
infrared spectral intensity drops at -10 dB from its flat top value (see the left panel in Fig. 1).
As it can be seen, the experiments show that the SC bandwidth increases by more than 200
nm (i.e., from 1200 to about 1430 nm) as the pump pulse duration grows larger from 500 fs
up to 10 ps. Fig. 4 shows that the experimental dependence of the spectral enlargement upon
pump pulse duration is both qualitatively and quantitatively well captured by the analytical
model: here the violet curve indicates the center wavelength of the rogue soliton (as in the top
frame of the left panel of the same figure). Indeed, the analytical model predicts that the rogue
soliton wavelength grows from 1150 nm (for a 500 fs pump) up to 1490 nm (for a 10 ps pump).
Finally, in the right hand panel of Fig. 4, the dots show the predicted long-wavelength edge
of the SC from the full numerical solution of the GNLSE (see again the right panel in Fig. 1
for details). Each dot comes from the averaged spectral power (computed at−10dB from the
flat top as we did for the experiments). The error-bars show that the difference in noise seeds
mainly affects the dynamics of long input pulses. The GNLSE results are in qualitative and
quantitative agreement with the experiment.
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Fig. 4. Left. Analytical prediction of (top frame) the center wavelength or (bottom
frame)peak power of the rogue soliton vs distance from pulse break-up (pump pulse of
2 ps); Discontinuities occur at collisions. Right. Pump pulse duration dependence of long-
wavelength SC edge. Analytical solution (violet); experimental spectrum (blue curve); nu-
merical GNLSE solution (black dots: average value, error bar: deviation from mean value
due to different noise seeds).

5. Conclusion

In our experiments we investigated the dependence of the spectral broadening associated with
SC generation in the short-wave infrared from a PCF, by continuously varying the pulse dura-
tion of a pump laser centered at 1030 nm. We found out that the infrared spectral broadening
is nearly doubled (i.e.increased by more than 200 nm) when the pump pulse duration grows
from 500 fs up to 10 ps. We have well reproduced the observed continua by full numerical
simulations, and elucidated by a simple analytical model that the growth mechanism of the
short-infrared spectral components is the Raman-induced energy exchange among colliding
solitons. We have presented a detailed analytical description of the SSFS enhancement that is
experienced by the most red-shifted soliton, as a result of its energy collection process from all
of its neighbors.
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